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UNSOLVABILITY OF THE MIZOHATA OPERATOR

By jONGSIK KIM, JUNG Soo KIM, jooN-KoOK SHIN

§ 1. Introduction

Since 1957 when H. Lewy showed that the partial differential equation
u.x+iu,,+2 (ix-y) Ut f(x, y, t)

is not locally solvable for the generic COO-function f in R3, ID1tny other
simpler equations with Coo coefficients without local solutions have been di
scovered. One of the simplest forms of this kind is the partial differential
equation derived from the Mizohata operator; namely,

au . au f( )(*) Mu=--ae+ zt ax = x, t .

That this is not locally solvable in the space of distributions at any points
lying on the x-axis for the generic Coo-function f can be shown easily fol
lowing the general criteria, due to Nirenberg and Treves, for the local
solvability. (d. [2J, [3J, [4J)

It seems, however, to us that it is not known yet the complete charact
erization of those Coo-fuBctions f for which the equation (*) is not locally
solvable, for example at the origin.

Two known results in this line can be found in the short notes [4J by
Treves which deserve to be quoted here.

THEOREM A. Let f (x, t) E Co00 (R2) have the following properties:
(a) f(x, t) -f(x, -t) for all (x, t) E R2;

(b) supp f (i. e., the support of f) does not intersect the axis t=O;

(c) ft2 f (X, t)dx dt:f=O

Then the equation (*) in R2

Mu f
does not have any solution in <;j)' (R2).

THEOREM B. Let f(x, y) ECo
oo (R2) be such that
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Kf (x) = 21Jrf:_~S:~{exP(ix~- t2~~1 )}f(x,~)dtd~

is an analytic function of x in RI.
Then the equation (*) in R2 has a Cl-solution in a neighborhood of any point

in R2.

In particular, if f(x, t) is odd with respect to t, the equation (*) is always
locally solvable at any point in R2.

The aim of this article is to generalize the Theorem A quoted above and
to get similar result without assuming the condition (b) that supp f does
not intersect the axis t = O.

2. Theorem

THEOREM. Let f(x, t) E Co
oo (R2) have the following properties:

(1) f(x, t) f(x, -t) for all (x, t) s R2;
(2) there exists a sequence {Kn} (n=l, 2, 3···) of mutually disjoint compact

subset of R2 such that
0) Knc{(x,t)lt~clxll(n=1,2,3,···) for some fixed constant c>O,
(ii) lim K n= to} where 0 is the origin, and

~

(iii) suppf C U (KnUKn-), where Kn-={(x,-t)l(x,t)EKn};
n=l

(3) St2 f (x, t)dxdt*O.

Then the equation in R2

(*) MU=~~+it~;-f(x,t)

does not have any solution in CJJI (R2) .

Proof. We shall prove that the equation (*) does not have any solution
u which is CLfunction of t valued in CJJ:x', since all solutions of (*) have
necessarily this property. (cf. [4J)

By (i), setting s= ~ t 2, we may write

f(x, t) =F(x, s) (s~O).

We shall then define F(x, s) =0 for s<O, Thus F(x, s) is a function defined
on R2.

Suppose now that there exists a solution u of (*), CI with respect to t

valued in CJJ:r'. Since u can be decomposed as a sum of even and odd terms
with respect to t-variable, we have

u (x, t) =v (x, s) +tw(x, s) (s~O).
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Since ds =t we may set, for s>o,
dt '

11

(s>O) .

Mu=( ;t +it ;x) (v (x, s) +tw(x, s»

=tvs+w+2sws+itv.x+2isw.x
=t(vs+iv.x) + (w+2sws+2isw.x)

Therefore, for s>O,
t(vs+iv.x) + (w+2s ws+2isw.x) =F(x, s)

or, equivalently, for s>o,
(4) vs+iv.x=O,
(5) w+2sws+2isw.x=F(x, s)

which follows from the fact that F(x, s) =f(w, t) is even with respect to t.
Now the equation (5) can be written as

1/- .. r-: F
2 v' s w+ 11 s ws+z 11 S W.x= 2"; s

or,

(6) ( .;--;w) s+i ( ..;--;w).x= 2: S (s>O).

We set here v'--; w(x, s) =h(z) where z=s+ix for s;;;;O, x¢O, and con
sider the set Q, the complement of supp F in the half space s>O. The eq
uation (6) shows that h (z) is holomorphic in Q, since in Q

0_ h(z) =_l_(~+i~) (..;-; w) =0.
-Oz 2 as ax

We recall that u is assumed to be Cl function with respect to t-variable.
This implies that w (x, s) and hence h (z) = ..;--; w (x, s) is a continuous func-

tion on QU {z=s+ixls=O, X=F'O}. Moreover, as ";--;w(x, s) vanishes
when s=O, h(z) takes the purely imaginary value (in fact, 0) on the im
aginary axis s=O, with the origin excluded. Therefore, by the reflection
principle, h (z) can be extended as a holomorphic function, say h (z) again,
to V, the unbounded connected component of R2/ {(supp/F) U (supp F)-}
where, as usual,

(supp F)-= {ex, -t) I (x, t) E supp F}.
Since h=O on the imaginary axis (with origin excluded), it follows that

h(z)=O identically on V.
In particular,

.;--;w(x, s)=O identically on vn {(x, s) Is;;;;O}.
We extend w (x, s) as a function on R2 such that

w (x, s) =0 if s<O
(Then ..;-;w (x, s) is a solution of the hypoe11iptic partial differential equ-
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AU +i AU = F in R2/ to} . )
as ox 2 -yI s

Now we note that supp Fe UGn where
n=l

Gn= {ex,s) Is= ~t2, (x,t)EKnl.

Since Kn's are also mutually disjoint, Gn's are also mutually disjoint.
Therefore we can find a large circle r with center at the origin enclosing

all the Gm's (m=l, 2, 3, ...) and a small contour rn enclosing all G/s for
eo

k~n and such that r n n U Gm=¢. Let D n be the region surrounded by
m=l

rand rn•

Now let us notice that F(x, s) =0 in a neighborhood of {(x, s) Is=O, x*- O} .
Therefore, if we set

f F(x, s) if s*O,
k (x, s) =) -yI s

~ 0 if s=O,

then, by the fact that f(x, t) =F(x, s) (s~O), s= ~ t2 and from the symm

etry of f with respect to t, we have

1=1S f(x, t)dx dt = limirr f(x, t)dx dt = 2limff k(x, s)dx ds.
R2 "')z_oo JD n n_OO D n

Since -yI-;w (x, s) is a solution of the hypoelliptic partial differential equation

~+i au' k(x, s)
as as 2

in R2j to} and k(x, s) is Ceo in Rnj {O}, it follows that -yI-; w(x, s) is C~-

function in Rn j {O}. Therefore we have, by the Stoke's theorem, that

1=4 ~~~ IIDn {( -v-;w)s+i( -yI-;w)x} dx ds

=4 lim [-Sf o( -yI-;w) ds dx+1S au -y'-;w) dx dS]
~eo Dn as Dn ox

=41i~ [-I -ylsWdx+f i -yI-;wds+S -y'-;wdx-f i ./S"wdx]
r r Tn Tn

But as -yI-; w vanishes on r n and Ll, we have

1 = SSR2f(X, t)dxdt=O, contrary to our hypothesis.

This completes Our proof.

REMARK. We remark that, in general, supp f may intersect with x-axis
at the origin.
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